
1. PATRICK MAHOMES KC 
 Age: 24  •  6’3”  •  220 lbs  •  Injury: 0

2018 Stats:  5,097 Pass YD  •  50 Pass TD  •  12 INT  •  6.4 AY@C  •  272 Rush YD  •  2 Rush TD

                        16 Games  •  Top 12 Finishes: 13  •  Top 24 Finishes: 16

Film Grades:  Arm Strength: A+  •  Accuracy: B  •  Vision: B  •  Running: B+  •  Situation: A-  •  Sensitivity: ✓✓

Rank History:  ’18 Preseason Rank: 20  •  ’18 Final Rank: 1  •  ’19 Ranks Range: 1-5

Wow. Just: wow.

Profound, right? A penetrating way to kick things off? In his first year as the Chiefs’ starter, after the 
team punted Alex Smith into space and handed Mahomes the gig based on what they’d seen in practice, 
the kid grabbed the NFL by its timid scruff and potentially hastened a new era. He won the MVP, came 
within an overtime coin flip of the Super Bowl, and built on the recent legacies of Russell Wilson and 
Cam Newton to introduce an ultimate quarterback wish list: give me a howitzer-armed, hyper-mobile 
madman who doesn’t necessarily always make the right decision or hit exactly what he’s aiming at, but 
who stresses defenses on every play and ruins games with John Elway across-his-body lasers and Steve 
Young Houdini acts. I was damn late to the Mahomes party even during the 2018 season, because the 
stuff he was pulling off isn’t supposed to last. The kid made a bunch of mistakes, and I kept believing 
they’d catch up to him. But we’re fast approaching a world in which the old rules for quarterback 
evaluation may not apply. Mahomes may have begotten Kyler Murray, who may beget Tua Tagovailoa, 
who may beget Trevor Lawrence. It’s fun, it’s new, and I need to loosen the hell up.

If we were drafting based on 2018’s results, Mahomes’s status as the QB1 wouldn’t be in question; 
we’d be talking about whether he’s a first-rounder, or even a top-five overall pick. But of course, even 
as Mahomes and Andy Reid conspire to execute more run/pass options than any team in the league—a 
full one-quarter of the Chiefs’ offensive snaps were RPOs last year—and even as Mahomes gets more 
experience and feels less pressure…it’s still possible, nee likely, that he regresses in ’19.

As you’ll see below, it’s just really tough to throw for 50 touchdowns! No matter what your scheme! 
Add to the mix the loss of Kareem Hunt and the possible loss of Tyreek Hill, and it’s clear Mahomes can 
continue to devastate the league and still not produce as amazing a statistical season as he did last year. 
The problem with making anyone else my QB1, however, is that nobody has fewer question marks than 
Mahomes does. No, with his genre-busting combo of arm, legs and spine, Mahomes deserves to spite 
me, and sit atop these ranks.

How likely is a quarterback to repeat an extreme touchdown season? 
HARRIS’S RESEARCH PROJECT

I mean, not very! This doesn’t take a lot of work. Here are the 11-best TD seasons in quarterback history, and their 
perpetrators’ follow-up campaigns:



Player Season  TD Passes Next Season  
Peyton Manning 2013 55 39
Tom Brady 2007 50 0
Patrick Mahomes 2018 50 ??
Peyton Manning 2004 49 28
Dan Marino 1984 48 30
Drew Brees 2011 46 43
Aaron Rodgers 2011 45 39
Dan Marino 1986 44 26
Drew Brees 2012 43 39
Matthew Stafford 2011 41 20
Kurt Warner 1999 41 21

Even if we remove Brady’s ACL-destroyed season of ’08, these QBs dropped an average of 14 TDs. And if we only include 
players who played the full 16 (Marino missed four games in ’87 and Warner missed five in ’00), the average decline is 
nearly 13. I will unilaterally say that none of these seasons was a fluke! These are good players! All of which underlines 
how unlikely it is to average more than three TD passes per game. Mahomes could suffer the “bad luck” of seeing a running 
back find the end zone rather than getting tackled inside the 3. (Mahomes had nine TD passes from inside an opponent’s 3 
last year.) He could have more drops in the end zone. (Only two of his 46 end-zone targets—which resulted in 20 TDs—were 
dropped in ’18.) I don’t know much. But I know I’d be floored if Mahomes gets to 50 TD passes again.

2. AARON RODGERS GB 
 Age: 36  •  6’2”  •  225 lbs  •  Injury: 9

2018 Stats:  4,442 Pass YD  •  25 Pass TD  •  2 INT  •  6.2 AY@C  •  269 Rush YD  •  2 Rush TD

                        16 Games  •  Top 12 Finishes: 8  •  Top 24 Finishes: 14

Film Grades:  Arm Strength: A+  •  Accuracy: A  •  Vision: A+  •  Running: A-  •  Situation: A  •  Sensitivity: ✓

Rank History:  ’18 Preseason Rank: 1  •  ’18 Final Rank: 6  •  ’19 Ranks Range: 1-6

Who’s the biggest diva in the NFL? Odell Beckham, you say? Antonio Brown? Le’Veon Bell? My answer 
is: let’s stop pretending we know the personalities of strangers! But if we have to nominate candidates…
maybe A-Rod belongs in the fray?

He’s still great. Watch the Week 6 Monday night comeback win against the 49ers and marvel at his 
perfect deep-over throw to Davante Adams covered by (oops) linebacker Ruben Foster, his scramble 
up the middle in a tie game with no timeouts left, and his two impossibly clutch sideline passes to set 
up a winning field goal against defenders who know he has to hit deep outs and get his receiver out of 
bounds. Nobody has Rodgers’s combination of arm power, accuracy, improvisation and feel, even in a 
season during which he messed up his knee Week 1 and was probably never healthy thereafter. He set 
an NFL record with 402 straight passes without an interception, and that record does not deserve a 
Derek Carr checkdown asterisk.

But stuff I’ve been saying and writing about Rodgers for years was never more apparent than in 
2018. In extending plays better than perhaps any QB in history, he freelances and sometimes misses 



open receivers, and when (as last season) he has to rely on an extremely young wideout corps, things 
can get a touch frustrating. Rodgers is an absolute wizard. But too much holding the ball! Too many 
sacks! Several big moments in ’18 crumbled for Green Bay as a result of what looks like A-Rod’s 
indecisiveness, which can probably be tracked to some combination of (a) poor wideout play; (b) poor 
offensive line play; (c) Rodgers’s own audibled stubbornness; and (d) wanting Mike McCarthy to get 
his head chopped off.

Rodgers got what he wanted. McCarthy is gone, and now it’s up to Matt LaFleur to harness the game’s 
greatest talent. How will the Green Bay offense change? We’ll probably see more pre-snap movement, 
more RPOs, more bubble screens, lots of zone running, lots of bootlegs. Will Rodgers audible less? 
Will the offense rely less on his otherworldly playmaking to rescue it from mistakes? I do expect a 
bounceback. But there’s always a chance A-Rod gets frustrated again and blows things up, little by little.

3. ANDREW LUCK IND 
 Age: 30  •  6’4”  •  240 lbs  •  Injury: 17

2018 Stats:  4,593 Pass YD  •  39 Pass TD  •  15 INT  •  6.2 AY@C  •  148 Rush YD  •  0 Rush TD

                        16 Games  •  Top 12 Finishes: 12  •  Top 24 Finishes: 15

Film Grades:  Arm Strength: B+  •  Accuracy: A-  •  Vision: B  •  Running: B+  •  Situation: B+  •  Sensitivity:  ✓ 

Rank History:  ’18 Preseason Rank: 8  •  ’18 Final Rank: 5  •  ’19 Ranks Range: 1-7

Pod nickname:
White Shrek

Let’s spin back to late September. Luck had played three games, and the pundits who judge players by 
stats were panicked. White Shrek was 23rd in passing yards and he had five TDs and three INTs. But I 
told you to buy, because the throwing shoulder that had been hamburger for a year-and-a-half looked 
dang good. The Colts weren’t running a limited pass playbook. Luck was sticking sideline throws. 
There’s never a guarantee that what we think we’re seeing on film will be 100% validated in future 
results, but in this case, I believed. And from that point forward, Luck finished fourth in passing yards 
and second in TDs, and was almost certainly the NFL’s second-best QB behind Pat Mahomes. Indy 
turned a 1-5 start into a 10-6 finish, and Luck won Comeback Player of the Year.

Now. I’m not sure we’ve entirely got Original Luck again. In his first year back from career-threatening 
injury, we saw lots of great stuff. Frank Reich is a hell of a play caller, and the Colts offense tied for 
most pass attempts thrown into the end zone and was third in most red-zone attempts, both good trends 
for a fantasy QB. But at times Luck had too much Bad Aaron Rodgers mojo going: mistakes resulting 
from holding the ball too long, including an awful Week 17 pick-six against the Titans that could’ve 
crushed Indy’s playoff hopes. He’s not quite the cannon-armed 22-year-old anymore, and occasionally 
floats a deeper ball he used to stick. In the eventual playoff loss to the Chiefs, in cold weather and 
13-mph winds, Luck’s stat line doesn’t look terrible, but he had three easy second-half interceptions 
dropped by defenders. Also: he ran a little bit less than last we saw him.

But there’s no doubt Luck’s arm is still above average, he threw with phenomenal precision especially 
when he was on time, and his offensive line was very good. There are a lot of excellent, bunched-



together QB options in fantasy right now, and I wouldn’t consider it mandatory to pay a big price for 
any of them. But White Shrek belongs right back in the upper crust.

4. DESHAUN WATSON HOU 
 Age: 24  •  6’2”  •  221 lbs  •  Injury: 9

2018 Stats:  4,165 Pass YD  •  26 Pass TD  •  9 INT  •  6.9 AY@C  •  551 Rush YD  •  5 Rush TD

                        16 Games  •  Top 12 Finishes: 11  •  Top 24 Finishes: 15

Film Grades:  Arm Strength: B+  •  Accuracy: C+  •  Vision: C+  •  Running: A  •  Situation: B+  •  Sensitivity:  ✓✓

Rank History:  ’18 Preseason Rank: 14  •  ’18 Final Rank: 4  •  ’19 Ranks Range: 1-7

I’m glad 2018 is over. I really like Watson! I think he has a strong career ahead of him. But the hype got 
out of control last season for a kid who’d started six career games and was coming off a torn ACL. Yes, 
his final ’18 finish looks awesome—by January he’d amassed the fourth-most QB fantasy points!—but his 
start was so slow that he probably didn’t lead many of the squads who selected him in the third round 
to a fantasy championship. At the seven-week mark, he was stuck as QB13. And there were explanations 
for that! He was relying too much on athleticism, and making mistakes: throwing deep and late Weeks 
1 and 2 into double coverage; trying to hit Lamar Miller late down the sideline in Week 3 and getting 
picked easily; escaping the pocket into a terrible scrambling decision deep and late in Week 6…basically 
too much hero ball.

Also: the Texans’ o-line sucked. Watson bears some responsibility for holding it too long and reading the 
field too slowly, but the dude got sacked 62 times, most in the league since Jon Kitna in ’05! You don’t 
want to be tied with Jon Kitna for anything, including and up to most NFL Europe MVP Awards. (Hello, 
Barcelona Dragons!) As a passer, Watson has a fine arm, but he’s not patient in the pocket and he lets 
his feet get wild even when he’s still looking downfield intending to throw. Add a suspect line—and 
the Texans signed Matt Kalil and drafted a first-round tackle, so we’ll see—and it’s not surprising how 
feast-or-famine Houston’s offense can be. I don’t think Bill O’Brien has a great feel for play calling, and 
I don’t love Miller as an RB. There are warts.

But listen, Watson has that thing. He’s got the cheat code. He’s an astonishing runner. Lamar Jackson 
might be the only dude I think is better. Nearly two years removed from his ruined knee, we’ve already 
seen Watson put tacklers in the torture chamber to a hilarious degree with acceleration, decisiveness and 
flat-out speed. He only stopped running for a couple games in ’18, and that was because of a rib injury. 
Grant him some semblance of protection and health, rescue him from Kitna-hood, and Watson’s biggest 
boosters last year may get their overall QB2 wish in ’19.


